
Case Study #3 MC 
 
Treatment #1 7/02/17 
 
Subjective #1 
MC is a 66 year old female who I met at the weekly Tapping group, so I had known her about 8 
months when I returned from the N.A.E.H. 7 Rays Conference in Okemos, MI and shared with 
the group my heart-wrenching indecision whether to apply for certification or not. She was the 
first to say, “I will be glad to volunteer if you decide to apply for certification.”  She followed 
through and was my first volunteer.  
 
I knew little about her. I knew she was health conscious (ate healthy, did not use a microwave, 
and tapped on herself). She and a friend/business partner taught grade school or high school a 
few times a month at local schools. Her purpose was to help young people live better by giving 
them tools such as Mindful Meditation or (Emotional Freedom Technique) or EFT, also known 
as Tapping. She looked well, and was casually dressed for summer. She appeared healthy, if a 
bit overweight, but somewhat uncertain. I asked her what I could help with. All she said was that 
she wanted to work on the heart. She almost teared up when she said, “It almost feels as if 
there are scars.” She had met “a fella” up north where she has a cottage and spends a lot of 
time in summer. My sense was that she felt it was time to work on her emotional issues. She 
was not seeing a doctor, nor did she have any physical or emotional issues. However, she sees 
both her massage therapist and chiropractor once a month “and would be in the future as a way 
to keep healthy”. Since this was my first client, and I was nervous, I forgot all the questions I 
was supposed to ask her. She didn’t seem very forthcoming, so essentially I didn’t ask, and she 
didn’t volunteer more at that time.  
 
Objective #1:  
Initial scan of centers showed most were balanced with only the SC at 2. After A&A, when I 
balanced the centers, the Ajna was 3.5 and balanced at 3. I forgot to either do or take notes of 
the AM. Four of the centers were balanced. The CC, HC, and SP flowed well, at 3. The TC did 
too, but the question came to me, “Can she always express herself?” The BC and SC were not 
in balance. The BC flowed between a 1 and 2 and settled on 1.5 with my hands vibrating. The 
SC which in the initial scan had been at 2, was now at balancing, at 4. My hands moved 
themselves back to BC and again to SC and SC was still a 4. 
 
Core Triangles: 
AM-Vagus T was at 3. The SP-Liver looked mottled, but didn’t feel out of balance. The SP-
Spleen T was balanced. The SP-Pancreas T was balanced. The BC-Adrenals T and BC-
Kidneys T were balanced. BC-Spine felt very strong and healthy and balanced. I asked how her 
back was and she confirmed she had no back issues or pains. At the SC-Sacral T, the R hip 
minor was 3 whereas the L hip minor felt 2.5. The HC-Heart T was balanced. The TC-Neck 
points were balanced. The TC-Lymph T balanced, but something made me go do the 
Lymphatics on the Head and there was an obstruction at the point before the L ear, a 1.5. The 
TC-Ear and TC-Voice Triangles were both in balance. 
 
Ajna: 
The Ajna-Pituitary and Ajna-Frontal Lobes were in balance. At the Ajna-Ears T, I felt the Right 
ear hears better and it was balanced but the Left ear at was 2. Ajna-Eyes T were in balance. 
 

 



AM: 
The Jaw T, Spinal Cord, Vagus Nerve were in balance. I also did the Trigeminal because the 
night before I had been looking at it. On the vertical line of the Mandibular nerve, it started at 
mildly excessive, 4, and balanced at 3 on the P/E. 
 
SP: 
Since the SP was balanced when I balanced centers, I only did the Ts in the Core Ts. 
 
BC:  
Since the BC was at 2, I treated the Urinary tract, Kidney-calyx, Ureter-Trigone, Bladder, 
Urethrea, and Courage T which were all in balance. At the Fear T, I heard, “MC needs enough 
courage sometimes to stand up for herself.”  I did not note a number from Likert, so I’ll assume it 
was balanced, and that I received additional information. The Lower Vitality T was balanced.   
 
SC: 
The SC-Ovaries were balanced as were the Grounding Ts of hips, knees, and feet minors. The 
Lower T of Force was balanced. 
 
TC: 
Balanced were the Upper T of Force, the Lymphatic system on the body, and the Upper Vitality 
T. The Lower Vitality T balanced to the Upper Vitality T.  
 
CC: 
The CC-Cerebral Hemispheres were balanced as was the CC-Ajna. 
 
Closing: 
I closed with Top-to Bottom Ts and balanced the centers CC-BC, TC-SC, HC-SP, I circled her in 
light and asked she be blessed.  
 
Assessment #1: 
I didn’t know how the treatment affected her. I had asked her to sit quietly, being present, or 
mindful in a meditative state. While treating her I noticed she was calm and seemed to be 
present. Based on past experiences, I assumed that she had felt good, peaceful, and relaxed. 
She reported feeling good, that it had been a good experience. I asked her about the point in 
front of her left ear that I had found in the lymph canal on the Head and she confirmed that it 
had felt heavy there and felt a little better.  
 
Plan #1: 
Before she left, I encouraged her to continue tapping and meditating. I asked her to call me or 
text me how she felt the rest of the day and the next day. We made an appointment for the 
following week. 
 
Case Study #3 MC Treatment #2 on 7/14/17  
Case Study #3 MC Treatment #3 on 7/18/17  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Case Study #3 MC Treatment #4 on 8/01/17 Absentee     
 
Subjective #2 
She gave me feedback from the session on 7/18/17. She had experienced emotional release 
and said, “Your work loosened that stuff out, especially stuff with my ex-husband- not going to 
move on till I get rid of that. Even apologized to him. Wrote letters...to get him out of my body. I 
felt it was a clearing last week. In regards to “the fella”, I’m putting healing ahead of the 
relationship - still seeing him though.”  
 
Objective #2  
Body Centers balancing: 
Center appeared to be balanced except for HC and TC which were at 2 before balancing. The 
CC also felt at 2 at the E level but balanced.   
 
Core Triangles:  
SP-Liver T was at 2 on the Etheric level but balanced. (I sensed or heard she has a tendency to 
worry.) SP-Spleen T was balanced. 
BC-Adrenals T was balanced. BC-Kidneys were balanced and got sense she drank a lot of 
water. She confirmed after I asked. BC-Spine at the level of the shoulder blades was 2.5 but it 
balanced.  
SC-Sacral T was at 2.5 Etheric level but balanced.  
HC-Heart T felt strong and was at 3.5 but came to 3.  
 
Centers on the Body: 
TC-Neck points: the Left was balanced. The Right was at 1.5 before balancing. TC-Lymphatic T 
was in balance. TC-Ears were balanced and I heard, “I hear fine.” TC-Voice T: the Left was at 
2.5 before balancing whereas the Right as at 2 on the Emotional level before balancing. I heard, 
“Sometimes I get emotional.” 
 
Ajna-Ear Ts was in balance but I heard: “I hear perfectly. It’s looking that I don’t with clarity.”   
 
SP: 
The Pancreas was balanced. The Gallbladder T was mildly excessive at 4 on the Mental level 
and came to a 3.5.  
 
BC: 
Most of the Urinary Tract was balanced (Kidney-calyx, Bladder, and Urethra). However, the right 
Ureter-Trigone felt sluggish and dragging which I put at a 2 as Diminished, but it balanced. The 
Fear T and the Courage T were balanced as was the Lower Vitality T (and the Upper Vitality T 
was balanced, too.)  
 
SC: The center felt in balance so I did not do additional treatment. 
 
HC:  
In balance: The Heart Organ T (felt balanced but strong), Thymus T, Diaphragm T, Immune 
system T, Prana T, Allergy T, Lower Clearing T, and Lower T of Integration. The HC-Lower 
Lungs T was balanced on the Left, but on the Right it was Diminished at 2 before balancing at 3. 
The Blood Pressure A/B Ts talked to me. From A I heard, “That one’s gonna get to me” and 
from B I heard, “Not as effective- let go of me.”  
 



TC: 
TC triangles in balance were: Upper T of Force, Lower T of Force, and both the Upper and 
Lower Ts of Force together. The Upper Lungs T also felt balanced.  
 
Ajna: 
My notes show I tried to balance the Ajna+Pituitary and Pineal+Ajna but I didn’t register Likert. 
My notes read: “Get off my head!” and “Bit too long holding??” Ajna-Eye L was in balance, but 
not the left eye when I tried to balance to the CC. It was almost but not quite Mildly Excessive 
3.75 - and almost balanced, not quite at 3.5. Ajna-Frontal Lobes T started at 3.5 in the 
Emotional level and came to balance.  
 
Alta Major:  
The Carotid Gland was in balance. The Jaw T was at 1.5 at the P/E level but moved to 2.5 Fair. 
The AM-Spinal Cord was in balance. The AM+minors felt mildly excessive at 4 but balanced. 
 
Closing: 
I did the Closing Ts. I closed with Top-to bottom Ts and balanced the centers CC-BC, TC-SC, 
HC-SP, I circled her in light and asked blessings for her. As I was closing, I got (intuited or 
heard) that her shoulders needed care and not to overdo exercise. I mentioned it to her and she 
had been kayaking at her cottage and the shoulders were bothering her a bit.  
 
After treatment feedback: 
“I felt very relaxed. I felt warmth around my shoulder and at one point, I felt what was like a 
wave of water came from head to torso. It was very calming today.”  
 
Assessment #2: 
The Emotional level is a repetitive pattern, showing up in the CC, SP, TC, and (HC lower lungs), 
so that is an issue. I admire that she knew she had old emotional scars and now was the time to 
work on it. She’s going forward in her relationship with “the fella” and is taking it one day at a 
time. I’m humbled that she has trusted me to help her with that.  

 
This was the first Absentee treatment I had done since beginning to take notes for the 
Certification Process. Frankly I wasn’t trusting myself too much because this was the first time 
using the Likert scale. Before starting to treat towards certification, I was holding the centers 
until I felt the centers or triangles come to balance. Now, I had to think, “How does this feel? 
And where does it fall in the Likert scale?” And I still struggle with that some. Before, my hands 
did all the work for me. They just fell when the center or triangle was balanced. Now my head is 
engaged and I have to calculate, “Is this a 2.5 or 2?” I’ve sort of resorted to just asking and 
going with the answer I receive. In short, I have to trust that it worked as it should.  
 
Plan #2: 
My sense is that MC is ‘with it” so I don’t recommend much. She meditates, taps, watches the 
food she buys and eats as well the quantities she eats, exercises regularly and I encourage her 
to continue the “keep me healthy at all levels” routines. We made an appointment for the 
following week.  
 
 
Case Study #3 Treatment #5  8/07/17 
Case Study #3 Treatment #6  8/15/17 Absentee 
Case Study #3 Treatment #7  8/24/17 



Case Study #3 Treatment #8  9/05/17 
 
Case Study #3 MC Treatment #9  9/21/17 

Subjective #3 
MC looks well, as usual. Today she’s concerned that the government or local school authorities 
may cut off the funding for the programs she runs empowering and helping students in grade 
school and high school. As for our sessions, she said, “What we’ve been doing has helped with 
the fella up north. I’m 70% satisfied with the relationship.” She saw him get very angry once and 
decided that she’d rather just be friends than jump into a romantic relationship, so she wants to 
take it very slowly and is fine with just friendship. She feels that EH has helped but not 
Meditation. She practices “here and there calm breathing.”  She stubbed her left toe and it took 
3 weeks to heal. She’s feeling good. She’s going to massage therapy. The “massage therapist 
fixed the right hip” and told her she had “stuck energy”. The right shoulder is better. She thinks 
“the Lazy Boy stick did it. I know that’s how I did it...got worse playing pickle ball and kayaking.”  
 
Objective #3 
Scanning and balance of Body Centers: 
When I scanned the Body Centers, they were balanced with the exception of the CC which 
seemed to be at 4. I went on to balance the centers on the body. The Ajna and Alta Major were 
in balance, but when I balanced the CC inflow-outflow points, the inflow seemed more active or 
mildly excessive 4, than the outflow but it balanced. The SC and HC were in balance. The BC 
was at 2 diminished but came to balance. The TC was a little over 3 and toward mildly 
excessive at 3.5 and didn’t seem to want to budge even with Ray 3, but as I was about to give it 
up and leave it at that, it came to balance. 
 
Core Triangles: 
The following core triangle were in balance: SP-Liver, SP-Spleen, BC-Kidneys, SC-Sacral T, 
HC-Heart, TC-Neck points, TC-Ears, TC-Voice, and TC-Lymphatic. The triangle that required 
energy to balance was the BC-Spine. As I held the BC and swept up her spine, her guide or 
soul asked me to slow way down and stop and repeat.  
 
Centers on the Body: 
SP: 
SP triangles that were in balance were: Pancreas T, SLP T, and Gallbladder T whereas the 
Stomach T was a bit overactive but didn’t reach 4 and it came to balance. 
 
BC: 
The Urinary Tract felt balanced: Kidneys-calyx, Ureter-Trigone, Bladder, and Urethra. The Fear 
and Courage Ts were balanced as well as the Lower Vitality T.  
 
HC: 
The Thymus T, Heart Organ T, Diaphragm T, and Immune System T were balanced. While I 
balanced the Lower T of Integration, I heard, “I’m liking this.” It felt balanced. HC-Vagus was 
initially mildly excessive but came to balance. 
 
 
SC:  
The SC-Sacral T was balanced. The Grounding Ts of hips, knees, and feet minors were 
balanced.  



TC:  
The Thyroid T was in balance. The right Shoulder was mildly excessive and rested at 3.5. The 
left shoulder was in balance. The Elbow and Hand Ts were in balance. The triangles of Force 
were slightly overactive, 3.2. The Lower T of Force, the Upper T of Force seemed to be slightly 
above 3, my sense was 3.2 but they came to balance. The two together also manifested as a 
3.2 but also balanced. The Upper Vitality T balanced. The Lymphatic System on the Head 
seemed balanced.  
 
Ajna: The Pituitary, Frontal Lobes, and Sinus Ts were in balance.  
 
Alta Major:  
The AM-Vagus T felt active and mildly excessive, at 4. It came to balance. The Carotid was in 
balance. The Jaw T was at 3.5 and stayed there. The Ganglion was balanced. The AM-Head T 
was balanced. 
 
CC: 
The Pineal and the Cerebral Hemispheres were in balance, and the CC-Ajna balanced nicely. 
 
Closing Triangles: 
I did the Closing Ts. I closed with Top-to bottom Ts and balanced the centers CC-BC, TC-SC, 
HC-SP, I circled her in light and asked blessings for her.  
 
Assessment #3: 
Because the TC had been the most notable center from the first balancing when it almost 
seemed stuck at 3.5, to the other triangles in the TC of which several registered above a 3, I got 
the sense that she was experiencing communication issues. What came to me was, too much 
or too little. I interpret this as not saying enough or inversely, saying too much. She’s dealing 
with two types of communications issues that would be stressful: her “fella” and the persons in 
charge of the programs she teaches in the schools and which she feels strongly about in that 
they give students coping skills (for example Tapping and meditation). And I assume, that part 
of her income is dependent on those programs as well.  
 
At the beginning of our sessions she reported she had done a lot of crying. It had felt as is stuff 
was coming up from her heart and she cried a lot. Before beginning treatment, she said, 
“Emotional pain has scar tissue, just like physical, and I’d like to get rid of that.” I heard, “She 
has a broken heart and it impedes her moving forward with this relationship.” To date (she has 
expressed interest in continuing EH treatments), she has released of old painful stuff, has 
looked back at her relationship with her ex-husband and has taken a hard look at how abusive 
he was. She has had frank, open conversations with her son who moved to Denmark last year 
which hurt her deeply. And she has settled into a comfortable friendly relationship with “the fella” 
up north when she’s up there.  
 
Plan #3: 
We talked of communication and the difficulty sometimes of deciding what to say to whom and 
when. And saying too much versus not saying what one has to say, or one’s truth because that 
can be upsetting to the listener or may strain future relations. I asked her to observe her 
communication style and see if something needed balance, maybe speaking up more or maybe 
less. I didn’t go beyond this because I know she takes good care of herself. She’s been on the 
Limited Hours diet but admits she sticks to the hours limit but doesn’t always eat healthy. We 
made an appointment for the following week. 



Case Study #3 Treatment #10 10/20/17 
 
Synthesis: 
1. When I met her at the Tapping group, she struck me as a sensible, “I got it together” type 

who was interested in helping students of all ages improve their lives by learning techniques 
that helped them cope with stresses and problems in their lives. She took good care of 
herself, tapping on a variety of topics for self-help physically but maybe not emotionally - or 
had chosen not to up to now. I chose to write on CM because she was concerned with an 
emotional issue (“scars in the heart”) and I wondered how effective EH would be in treating 
these.  

 
2. It worked far better than I could have imagined. She wanted to deal with the scars. She sat 

quietly, focused on spirit and her body, and was sensitive to the energy she received in 
treatments. She permitted herself to feel and respond emotionally during and after 
treatment. She took this EH healing opportunity to release and reflect on old hurts, deal with 
the scars and cleanse herself emotionally. This process takes courage and determination 
and I admire her for it.  

 
3. What I learned and I think leaves me going Hummmm is the old saying: Where there’s a will, 

there’s a way. MC was ready to deal with the unknown and trusted me who was virtually a 
stranger (an acquaintance). More importantly to me, was that while treating her on several 
sessions and sometimes several times during a session, I would receive guidance from I 
don’t know if her soul, guides, or angels (or mine) but I heard things. She has not been the 
only one, but maybe because I’ve worked with her the most, I’ve noticed more. This led me 
to consider clairaudience a something to research for the term paper.  

 
4.  I did not use any references. 
 
5. I don’t think this would be of much value to anyone else, but if so... 
 


